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Prohibiting Dog-Deer Hunting 

Errata  

November 2, 2012 

 

Decision Notice, Page 8 

The following text is added to the Decision Notice under the heading “Finding of No Significant 

Impact” to clarify the context of the decision: 

 

Context 

All the KNF Ranger Districts, except the Caney Ranger District and the Vernon Unit of 

the Calcasieu District, have allowed dog deer hunting on at least a portion of their 

Districts. Prior seasons, set annually in cooperation with the Louisiana Department of 

Wildlife and Fisheries (LDWF), have lasted from 7 to 15 days per year. Dog-deer hunting 

has been allowed on approximately 369,000 acres of the Kisatchie National Forest [EA, 

p. 5, 7-8]. 

 

Within the state-wide context, the state of Louisiana prohibits dog-deer hunting in state 

WMAs [EA, p. 6]. Approximately 22,000,000 acres (66% of Louisiana acreage) of 

private lands are potentially available for dog-deer hunting, however, most private lands 

either do not allow use of dogs to hunt deer, or require hunters to join (and pay for) a 

lease in order to hunt.  

 

The KNF is the only federal land within Louisiana with a wildlife management mandate 

on which dog-deer hunting is currently allowed. Other federal lands (US Fish & Wildlife 

Service refuges and US Army Corps of Engineer lands) do not allow this practice. This 

decision would add similar prohibitions to all of KNF lands. 

Within the regional context (US Forest Service Region 8), hunting deer with dogs is 

permitted on eight of the fifteen National Forests. Among the adjoining states, hunting 

deer with dogs is not allowed anywhere in Texas, by State regulation; in Arkansas, 

the Ozark-St Francis NF is closed to deer hunting with dogs, while the Ouachita NF is 

open to dog-deer hunting for various periods and locations.  Season length and location 

are worked out cooperatively between USFS and Arkansas Game and Fish Commission, 

but established in State regulation.  In Mississippi there are 15 wildlife management areas 

on NFS lands; 11 of them have deer dog seasons of some length.  The State has taken the 

initiative to establish a permit system on the Homochitto NF.  Season length and location 



are worked out cooperatively between USFS and MSWFP, and law enforcement is a 

cooperative effort. 

Environmental Assessment, Page 35 

The following paragraph from the Environmental Assessment is revised as follows: 

Original Paragraph 

Some of this conflict has increased in recent years. Technology with GPS, cell phones 

and other tracking devices has made dog-deer hunting more mobile. Before much of the 

modern technology the dogs were turned loose and hunters tended to station themselves 

at certain locations of the forest hoping the dogs would run the deer toward them. Now, 

with tracking devices, the hunters are more mobile and are able to track the dogs during 

the chase and better position themselves for shooting the deer. This can lead to more 

interference with other users. 

Revised Paragraph 

In recent years technology with GPS, cell phones and other tracking devices has made 

dog-deer hunting more mobile. Before much of the modern technology the dogs were 

turned loose and hunters tended to station themselves at certain locations of the forest 

hoping the dogs would run the deer toward them. Now, with tracking devices, the hunters 

are more mobile and are able to track the dogs during the chase and better position 

themselves for shooting the deer. 

Decision Notice, Page 4 

The following paragraph is modified as follows: 

Original Paragraph 

Some of this conflict has increased in recent years. Now, with portable GPS, cell phones, 

and other tracking devices, dog-deer hunters are more mobile and are able to track the 

dogs during the chase and better position themselves for shooting the deer. This can lead 

to more interference with other users. Under the selected alternative, conflict between 

recreation users of the Forest and dog-deer hunters would be eliminated. There would 

also be an elimination of goal interference and general conflict between still hunters and 

dog-deer hunters. The elimination of dog-deer hunting will reduce conflict or risk to other 

activities such as hiking, bird-watching, or horseback riding, but it will not eliminate all 

conflict or risk from any hunting activity since some forms of hunting will still occur. 

Other types of hunting with dogs will continue to be allowed. 

 



Revised Paragraph 

Under the selected alternative, conflict between recreation users of the Forest and dog-

deer hunters would be eliminated. There would also be an elimination of goal 

interference and general conflict between still hunters and dog-deer hunters. The 

elimination of dog-deer hunting will reduce conflict or risk to other activities such as 

hiking, bird-watching, or horseback riding, but it will not eliminate all conflict or risk 

from any hunting activity since some forms of hunting will still occur. Other types of 

hunting with dogs will continue to be allowed. 

 

Environmental Assessment, Page 50 

The following text is added to after Table 9 to clarify the use of two data sets: 

The purpose of the analysis is to examine the possibility that a change in the number of 

dog-deer hunters in the reasonably foreseeable future would have the potential to result in 

economic consequences.    

An estimate of the total number of dog-deer hunters was needed in order to estimate the 

total annual spending by hunters on maintaining dogs (relevance).  Hunting per day or 

trip expenditures are different additional estimates of, in this case, hunter-days.  No 

known survey exists asking all hunters in Louisiana if they hunt deer with dogs on the 

Kisatchie National Forest, and if so, how many days they hunted.  The Forest Service 

National Visitor Use Monitoring survey is the agency’s standard source for such 

information, and a survey by Rabalais (2011) provided local insight into dog-deer 

hunting participation.  Two alternative methods of using information from both surveys 

to estimate these numbers were discovered.  In order to learn if the higher or lower 

estimate might reveal a possibility of significant effects, both were fully analyzed to 

reveal possible economic effects.   

 

Environmental Assessment, Page 56 

The following map corrects the display of areas available for dog-deer hunting: 



 

 



Decision Notice, p.4 

Add the following paragraph to the discussion of Public Safety: 

It is clear from the data that violations of laws and regulations increase during the dog-

deer season, rising from an average of 1.16 citations per day during the regular deer 

hunting season to 3.43 citations per day during the with-or-without-dogs season (EA, p. 

24).   

Also add to the administrative record the following statements: 

“It is the professional opinion of Assistant Special Agent in Charge Michael Donaldson 

that the data presented in the Environmental Assessment is reflective of violations 

commonly associated with the act of hunting deer aided by dogs.  My review of the type 

of violations presented, location of documented violations and the dates / times of 

violations are all consistent with characteristics of dog-deer hunters and the dog-deer 

seasons on the Kisatchie National Forest.  This writer is aware that all of the data could 

not be connected directly to dog deer hunters by written documentation, but the writer 

found the data to be consistent for the entire period.” (Statement of ASA Michael 

Donaldson, 10/15/2012).  

“Forest Service Law Enforcement Senior Officers Robert Bannon and Cory Gordon, 

assigned to the Kisatchie NF, reported to me that during the 7 to 9 day period during 

which hunters are allowed to use dogs to hunt deer on the Kisatchie NF, 9 out of 10 

contacts with forest users made by LEI personnel are with dog-deer hunters.  The officers 

stated that the few still hunters contacted during the same period were reporting 

violations committed by dog deer hunters or lodging complaints related to dog-deer 

hunters’ actions.  They also stated that during this period, local forest users avoid the 

national forest due to dog-deer hunters and the potential for conflict.  Officers Bannon 

and Gordon reported that the number of non-dog-deer hunters encountered is less than 5 

per unit during the 7 to 9 day period.” (Statement of Southern Region Special Agent in 

Charge Steve Ruppert, 10/26/2012) 

 


